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OIC Run-Off Limited and The London and Overseas Insurance Company Limited
Report by the Chairman of the Amending Scheme Meetings

Made 23 2015

Claim Nos 5812 and 5813 of 2014

IN THE HIGH COURT OF JUSTICE

CHANCERY DIVISION

COMPANIES COURT

IN THE MATTER OF OIC RUN-OFF LIMITED

AND IN THE MATTER OF THE LONDON AND OVERSEAS INSURANCE COMPANY LIMITED

AND IN THE MATTER OF THE COMPANIES ACT 2006, PART 26

REPORT BY THE CHAIRMAN
OF THE AMENDING SCHEME MEETINGS

I, Dan Yoram Schwarzmann, being a Licensed Insolvency Practitioner and a partner in the United

Kingdom Limited Liability Partnership of Pricewaterhouse000pers LLP, 7 More London Riverside,

London SE1 2RT, am the person appointed by the Court and duly authorised to act as Chairman

of the Amending Scheme Meetings in these matters.

Where defined terms are used in this report (the Report), they shall have the same meaning as

set out in my Fourth Witness Statement, unless otherwise defined in this Report.

The Amending Scheme Meetings were convened pursuant to an order of the Court made on 8

October 2014 (the Order) and summoned by a notice dated 8 October 2014 Pursuant to the

Order, advertisements giving notice of the Amending Scheme Meetings were placed (wherever

poss be r eac. of t[ a newspape s urra s ard othe p b cat o s isted n ftc Sd edu e o the

Order These advert se ner ts a stated tIat t e An end nq Scheme Meet gs we e to be he d at

0 3oarr Engi sh tme o 1 • Decerrber 2 14 at P cewate houseCoopers L P 1 Err bankrrent

P ace L da W 2N 6PH, U ted K gd ni

I Do HEREBY REPoRT to the Court the proceedings and results of the Amending Scheme

Meetings That report is as follows:

I e Am r I r ccImø Mct r 1 I n Nter COe

rb rkrent Pace Lcrd n W(2N 6RH r tcd Krgdonr d mrrc.rce’ at 3Orn
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2. The Amending Scheme proposed by the Companies to their respective Scheme Creditors

was considered at the Amending Scheme Meetings. I refer to exhibit DYS4 8 to my

Fourth Witness Statement, which is a true copy of the Amending Scheme, signed by me.

It also contains the explanatory statement required under section 897 of the Companies

Act 2006.

3. Cohn Czapiewski was appointed by the Companies to act as an independent vote

assessor in relation to the Amending Scheme (the Vote Assessor). His role as Vote

Assessor involved, amongst other things. reviewing the value of all votes submitted in

relation to the Amending Scheme where I, as Chairman, disagreed with the vote value

submitted by a Scheme Creditor and was unable to resolve that dispute with that Scheme

Creditor. I have read the report prepared by the Vote Assessor for the Court on the

reasonableness of voting values submitted in relation to the Amending Scheme.

The Amending Scheme Meetings

4. On arrival at the Amending Scheme Meetings, each Scheme Creditor, authorised

representative and proxyholder was asked to complete a registration form. Following

registration, each Scheme Creditor, authorised representative or proxyholder was given a

poll card. Any Scheme Creditors who had already voted by proxy were told that, if they

did not wish to alter the way in which they had indicated their vote should be cast, they

need not vote in person at the Amending Scheme Meetings but could rely on their

authorised proxy.

5. The registration process was dealt with by the Scheme Administrators staff who were all

familiar with the admission procedures.

6. In total, three authorised representatives or proxyholders of Scheme Creditors, seven

non-voting representatives and advisers of Scheme Creditors and one general observer

from Pro (representing Lloyds Bank) were present at the Amending Scheme Meetings

i chaired the Amendinq Scheme Meetngs and Joe Bannister. a partner in Hogan Lovells

nternationai LLP. the UK iega adv!sers to the Scheme Admnstrators, was in attendance

ith me o’’ the top tacle

8. T .A d gShrTeMeetrg’ m c odatlO3OaT

9. 1 introduced myself and explained that the Amending Scheme Meetings had been

convened pursuant to the Order.

10 Before the start of the formal part of the Amending Scheme Meetings I set out the

‘h meet s be nç, frct, d r trCt r ttern c d. a n 0 of tfo

n endng S en tr rd, an uestior a fro n t f or, and fo rth t ie vote by the

‘ cc ‘c-rs he Amec Scner.

r-Cqar
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11. The persons entitled to vote in person at the Amending Scheme Meetings concurred in

my permitting persons not entitled to vote to be present at the Amending Scheme

Meetings.

1 2. I clarified that only persons with claims against the Companies in respect of Scheme

Liabilities would be able to vote and that the value attributed to such claims would be for

voting purposes only.

13. I explained the process and timing for the approval of the Amending Scheme by the Court

and the Chapter 1 5 Proceedings.

14. 1 explained the process for the completion and submission of voting documentation and

allowed those present time to supply and/or complete missing documentation.

1 5. I then gave an overview of the Amending Scheme. I recounted the history of the Original

Scheme and explained that the Amending Scheme would convert the Original Scheme

from a reserving scheme of arrangement into a crystallisation scheme of arrangement. I

stated that the purpose of the Amending Scheme was to allow for the agreement of the

majority of Scheme Liabilities and to facilitate the distribution of the Companies assets

earlier than would be the case under the Original Scheme. I stated that it was expected

that the final Payment Percentage under the Amending Scheme would be higher than

under the Original Scheme as a result primarily of the savings in run-off costs that the

Scheme Administrators anticipate would be achieved if the Amending Scheme becomes

effective, I explained the unique provisions in the Amending Scheme relating to

Qualifying ILU Policyholders, Pre-1969 L&O Policyholders and the very limited

circumstances in which certain Scheme Creditors might be able to submit their claims

after the Bar Date and still receive payment.

16. I explained the advantages and potential disadvantages of the Amending Scheme and

confirmed the Scheme Administrators belief that the Amending Scheme should be in the

best nterests of the Scheme Creditors as a whole. I stated that the Scheme

Administrators therefore recommended that Scheme Creditors voted n favour of the

Amending Scheme at the Amending Scheme Meetings

17 hen nv ted questio s from S [eme Cred t rs.

18. Richard Mattick of Covington & Buriing LLP representing thirteer diferert cents (at US

corporations). made a statement. raising a number of perceived concerns regarding the

Amending Scheme. As a result. he said that his thirteen clients would be voting against

the Amending Scheme.’

fact t f h fls vct against lr. rnerid rg Scherc at Orons t Monti a i

Os Es Metna Hs fhe dd t cte at Jr.cns F’rt M’stno d L&Os trst

Meet EUrn cf ni arcs et mm c’ s Tnd tv rrj L&i Th;j
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19. First, Richard Mattick stated that his clients had reservations as regards the estimation

process for future losses in the Amending Scheme. He considered that such an

estimation process would not always lead to a fair valuation of those future claims and

that it would force his clients to accept a determination of their claims which would not

necessarily be sufficient to cover their losses in the future. He considered that it was only

ever appropriate to apply an estimation process where the relevant insurer was insolvent.

He considered that the future claims of the Pre-1969 L&O Policyholders were fully

protected by the Lloyds Bank Agreement. He stated that this meant that the Amending

Scheme was, in effect, a solvent scheme for the Pre-1969 L&O Policyholders, but with the

Pre-1969 L&O Policyholders having no ability to opt out of the Amending Scheme (unlike

the Qualifying ILU Policyholders). In those circumstances, he considered that the

estimation process in the Amending Scheme should not apply to the Pre-1 969 L&O

Policyholders.

20. Second, Richard Mattick stated the Scheme Administrators should adopt a robust

approach to valuing the future claims of the Pre-1969 L&O Policyholders (i.e. by

assessing the claims at a high value) so as to maximise recoveries from Lloyds Bank

under the Lloyds Bank Agreement.

21, Third, Richard Mattick noted that the Estimation Guidelines proposed setting a “mean

(best estimate)” valuation as the basis for valuing Scheme Creditors’ future claims. He

thought that a fairer approach would be to use a higher than mean” valuation to reflect

the greater uncertainty of those claims. He also said that his clients were concerned that

the Estimation Guidelines provided for claims to be valued on an “all sums net of

contributions” basis. He considered that this approach would be detrimental to his clients

who have policies where the governing law in their jurisdictions supports the use of an “all

sums” valuation, as he considered that their claims should instead be valued on a “pure

all sums” basis.

22 Finally Richard Mattick stated that his clients were concerned that there was no provision

in the Amending Sc[emethatwould oblge tre Companies to remburse costs reurred by

Scheme Credtcrs in the event that the Comarmes reverted to run-off either m respect

f ust the Pre-1969 L&O 001 ‘yho ders or in respe I of all scheme ed tors if more thar

30°c. by value cf Qualfyr’ LU Polv.yno ders opted cut of tne Anend-ng Scheme.

23 commented upor the first two concerns raised by Richard Mattick in his staternen4

First, I emphasised that the proceeds received by the Companies from Lloyds Bank under

the Lloyds Bank Agreement are, as assets of the Companies, made available for the

benefit of all Scheme Creditors (and not rust the Pre-1969 L&O Policyholders) Second I

Cxpiaifled that these prov-smns had been noluded n the Amenuing Scheme to aliow the

Ueetng The ot’ foe onrs no rot ; e?o)ns Tord Met-g and ToDs “hrd
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future claims of the Pre-1969 L&O Policyholders to revert to run-off it necessary. These

provisions had been included to protect the interests of all Scheme Creditors and

specifically to address the concern that Lloyds Bank might not pay the full amount arising

under the Lloyds Bank Agreement as a result of the Amending Scheme.

24. I did not comment at the Amending Scheme Meetings on the third and fourth concerns

raised by Richard Mattick in his statement. My responses to those concerns are set out

instead in paragraphs 6.5 to 6.7 of my Fourth Witness Statement.

25. WD Hilton Jr. representing Fuller-Austin Asbestos Settlement Trust. also made a

statement regarding the treatment of the Pre-1969 L&O Policyholders under the

Amending Scheme. He expressed concern that the Pre-1969 L&O Policyholders were

being treated differently under the Amending Scheme from Qualifying LU Policyholders.

He considered that both types of policyholders had the benefit of guarantees — the Pre

1969 L&O Policyholders in respect of the Lloyds Bank arrangements and the Qualifying

ILU Policyholders in respect of the arrangements with NNOFIC relating to the ILU

guarantee. He mentioned that he had not seen the documentation relating to the ILU

guarantee. However he considered it unfair that Qualifying ILU Policyholders seemed to

be receiving a better deal under the Amending Scheme than the Pre-1969 L&O

Policyholders. He also noted that the Lloyds Bank Agreement executed in 2010 adopted

the provisions of the previous guarantees and indemnities given in 1971 and 1972, but

that the guarantee and indemnity was now made in favour both of Orion and L&O (rather

than just L&O as was the case under the previous arrangements). He appreciated the

work undertaken by the Scheme Administrators and their legal advisers to aVow him to

see a copy of the Lloyds Bank Agreement and the previous guarantee and indemnity

arrangements. However he considered that it should be ‘do-able to make the benefit of

the Lloyds Bank Agreement only available to the Pre-1969 L&O Policyholders.

26. I informed those present at the Amending Scheme Meetings that I had met WD Hilton Jr

prior to the meetings and explained to him in more detail how the existing Lloyds Bank

Agreement aid the previous guarantees and nderrnitaes operated. In particular, I

exp air ea fr at any payments received by &O fron Lloyds Bank under the Lloyds Bank

Ag eerrent would be available to all Schene C editors and or iust to the Pre-1969 L&O

Po cyholdersi asked those present at the Amer d ng Sheme Meetings whether they

Nould like me to go through the existing and bstcc arangements with Lloyds Bank n

more detail, No one asked me to do so.

27. There were no further questions.

28 1 then moved to the orma1 Dart of me Amendina Scneme Meehns

29 I drew the attentmr of he Scnem Crdirors to he notice convenng the Amending

Scneye Meeno an fl( ncsd t ae th.n n”t:ne as rad Tree iere ‘‘c DiCLtOflS
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30. I explained that there were six meetings at which the Scheme Creditors would vote on the

Amending Scheme:

(a) a Meeting of Orion’s Policyholders (other than its Qualifying ILU Policyholders) in

relation to their claims in respect of IBNR Liabilities and Notified Outstanding

Liabilities (“Orion’s First Meeting)

(b) a Meeting of Orion’s Policyholders (other than its Qualifying ILU Policyholders) in

relation to their claims in respect of Scheme Liabilities (other than IBNR Liabilities

and Notified Outstanding Liabilities), Dual Scheme Creditors and Ordinary

Creditors (“Orion’s Second Meeting”):

(c) a Meeting of Orion’s Qualifying ILU Policyholders (“Orion’s Third Meeting”);

(d) a Meeting of L&O’s Policyholders (other than its Qualifying ILU Policyholders) in

relation to their claims in respect of IBNR Liabillties and Notified Outstanding

Liabilities (“L&O’s First Meeting”);

(e) a Meeting of L&O’s Policyholders (other than its Qualifying ILU Policyholders) in

relation to their claims i respect of Scheme Liabilities (other than IBNR Liabi’ities

and Notified Outstanding Liabilities). Dual Scheme Creditors and Ordinary

Creditors (“L&O’s Second Meeting”); and

(f) a Meeting of L&O’s Qualifying ILU Policyholders (“L&O’s Third Meeting”).

31. 1 explained that, before the votes were taken, I would first ask those Scheme Creditors

entitled to vote at each Amending Scheme Meetng to discuss the proposed Amending

Scheme amongst the other Scheme Creditors also entitled to vote at that meeting.

32, At 11 .3Oam, I adjourned all of the Amending Scheme Meetings (other than Orion’s First

Meeting) and asked the Scheme Creditors present at that meeting if they wished to

discuss the Amending Scheme, No one asKed me tc do so

33 At Ii 31 am adiourned Or!on’s First Meeting, reopened Orion s Second Meeting and

asked the Scheme Creditors present at that meeting if they wisned to dscuss the

Amending Scheme. No one askea me to do so

34. A I 32am ad -u ned Orto s Second Meet g eopened Or is Ti d Meetirg ard

asked the Scheme Credito s present at that meeting if they wished to d’scuss the

Amending Scheme. No one asked me to do so

35. At 11 .33am, I adiourned Orion’s Third Meeting. reopened L&Os First Meettng and asked

toe Scheme Creattors present at that meetng f toe, tsrted to discuss the Amendtng

Scoeme. Nc one askeo me to do so,
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36. At 11 .33am, I adjourned L&O’s First Meeting, reopened L&O’s Second Meeting and

asked the Scheme Creditors present at that meeting if they wished to discuss the

Amending Scheme. No one asked me to do so.

37. At 1 1 .34am, I adjourned L&Os Second Meeting, reopened L&Os Third Meeting and

asked the Scheme Creditors present at that meeting if they wished to discuss the

Amending Scheme. No one asked me to do so.

38. At 11 .34am, I then reopened all the other Amending Scheme Meetings.

VOTING

39. explained that would put the following formal resolution to the Scheme Creditors at

each Amending Scheme Meeting:

“That this Meeting approves with or subject to any modification, addition, or

condition approved or imposed by the Court as it shall think fit, the Amending

Scheme of Arrangement dated 8 October 2014 between 010 Run-Off Limited and

The London and Overseas Insurance Company Limited (both subject to a scheme

of arrangement) and their respective Scheme Creditors (as defined therein)

pursuant to Part 26 of the Companies Act 2006.

40. I then displayed to those present the copy of the Amending Scheme document signed by

me as Chairman.

Orion’s First Meeting

41. There was no objection to those Scheme Creditors entitled to vote at another or other

Amending Scheme Meetings remaining in the meeting room whilst the vote for Orion’s

First Meeting took place.

42. I informed the meeting that I held proxies for 50 Scheme Creditors with claims submitted

for voting purposes with an aggregate value of US$55,654 453 20 who wished to vote in

favour of the Amend ng Scherr e further informed the rr eet ng that I held proxies for 3

S e i e ed tors wit[ c a is su ntted to vot ng purposes w th an aggregate value of

US$2 682 668 70 that w shed k v te against th Anend rg Sc[erre. I then s gnea the

o I cad fo these Scheme C cdt rs Please see parag aph 70 below which. ( expan

that Ce voting vaiues for the Chairmars proxies that cad out at this meeting were i

fact. incorrect: and ;i) sets out the correct voting values tnat should have been read out

instead.

43. I then nvted those Scheme Creditors and proxies present at the meeting to submt tber

0! caras coo noted that the vote tor Oron s Frst Meeting bad been taken at I Oam

Orion s Second Meeting
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44. There was no objection to those Scheme Creditors entitled to vote at another or other

Amending Scheme Meetings remaining in the meeting room whilst the vote for Orion’s
Second Meeting took place.

45. I informed the meeting that I held proxies for 148 Scheme Creditors with claims submitted
for voting purposes with an aggregate value of US$271 .194,162.30 who wished to vote in
favour of the Amending Scheme. I further informed the meeting that I held proxies for 3
Scheme Creditors with claims submitted for voting purposes with an aggregate value of
USS1.760,044,72 that wished to vote against the Amending Scheme. I then signed the
poll card for these Scheme Creditors.

46, I then invited those Scheme Creditors and proxies present at the meeting to submit their
poll cards and noted that the vote for Orion’s Second Meeting had been taken at
11 .45am.

Orion’s Third Meeting

47. There was no objection to those Scheme Creditors entitled to vote at another or other
Amending Scheme Meetings remaining in the meeting room whilst the vote for Orion’s
Third Meeting took place.

48, I informed the meeting that 1 held proxies for 50 Scheme Creditors with claims submitted
for voting purposes with an aggregate value of US$55,654,453.20 who wished to vote in
favour of the Amending Scheme. I further informed the meeting that held proxies for 3
Scheme Creditors with claims submitted for voting purposes with an aggregate value of
US$2,682,668.70 that wished to vote against the Amending Scheme. I then signed the
poll card for these Scheme Creditors.

49. I then invited those Scheme Creditors and proxies present at the meeting to submit their
poll cards and noted that the vote for Orion’s Third Meeting had been taken at 11 .49am.

L&O’s First Meeting

50 There ias no obecton to those Scneme Creditors entitled to vote at another or other
Ameri’iing Scheme Meetings remning in “e meetng rcnm Mbsr the vote for &Oc
F St Meetirg took piace.

51 informed the meeting that held proxies for 50 Scheme C editors with claims submitted
for voting purposes with an aggregate value of US$55,654,453.20 who wished to vote in
favour of the Amending Scheme. I further informed the meeting that I held proxies for 3
Scheme Creditors with claims submitted for voting purposes with an aggregate value of
US$2682 668.7’ that wshe to vote a0ainst the Amending Scheme. l then signed the
poll ca I to these Sc eme Creditors Please see paragraph 70 below wh ch explains
t tfr ‘ot g ue fote ai ar or x’es ‘a ‘e out at rsr eetrg woe
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fact, incorrect; and (ii) sets out the correct voting values that should have been read out

instead.

52. I then invited those Scheme Creditors and proxies present at the meeting to submit their

poll cards and noted that the vote for L&Os First Meeting had been taken at 11 .51 am.

L&O’s Second Meeting

53. There was no objection to those Scheme Creditors entitled to vote at another or other

Amending Scheme Meetings remaining in the meeting room whilst the vote for L&O’s

Second Meeting took place.

54. I informed the meeting that I held proxies for 148 Scheme Creditors with claims submitted

for voting purposes with an aggregate value of US$271,194,162.30 who wished to vote in

favour of the Amending Scheme. I further informed the meeting that I held proxies for 3

Scheme Creditors with claims submitted for voting purposes with an aggregate value of

US$1 ,760,044.72 that wished to vote against the Amending Scheme. I then signed the

poll card for these Scheme Creditors.

55. 1 then invited those Scheme Creditors and proxies present at the meeting to submit their

poll cards and noted that the vote for L&Os Second Meeting had been taken at 11 .53am.

L&Os Third Meeting

56. There was no objection to those Scheme Creditors entitled to vote at another or other

Amending Scheme Meetings remaining in the meeting room whilst the vote for L&Os

Third Meeting took place.

57. I informed the meeting that I held proxies for 50 Scheme Creditors with claims submitted

for voting purposes with an aggregate value of US$55,654,453.20 who wished to vote in

favour of the Amending Scheme. I further informed the meeting that I held proxies for 3

Scheme Creditors with claims submitted for voting purposes with an aggregate value of

US$2,682.66870 that wished to vote against the Amending Scheme I then signed the

poP ard for these Scheme Credtors

58 then nvrteo Enose Scneme Ceatcrs and oroxtes oresent at the meeting to scum t tner

pail cards and noted that the vote for L&O s Thvd Meetino cad been taKen at 1 1 55cm.

Continuation of the Amending Scheme Meetings

59. I informed the Scheme Creditors that the votes cast at the Amending Scheme Meetings

would be reviewed and that I would report the outcome of the Amending Scheme

Meebngs to the Court when auolyng for sanction of the Amendnq Scheme.

60 expaired that f [e apphcaton f saictto was si -essfu and the US Barkruptcy

Gcurt ssei .ir Lrier ftc m5’ncI me An.cG:n Sherre Amrdrg Scheme cr
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each Company would become effective when the sanction order was delivered for

registration to the Registrar of Companies. I confirmed that an announcement of the

Amending Scheme becoming effective would then be made to all known Scheme

Creditors. I also pointed out that advertisements calling for Scheme Creditors to complete

and return claim forms would be placed in accordance with the provisions of the

Amending Scheme.

61. I closed the Amending Scheme Meetings at 11 .58am,

REviEw OF VOTES REcEIvED

62. The value attached to each Scheme Creditors claims against the Companies for voting

purposes was determined as follows pursuant to paragraph 16 of the Order:

(a) in respect of a Scheme Creditor entitled to vote at Orion’s First Meeting and L&Os

First Meeting, the value of that Scheme Creditors claims in respect of Notified

Outstanding Liabilities and IBNR Liabilities (other than Notified Outstanding

Liabilities and IBNR Liabilities arising out of Qualifying 1LU Policies) were

combined to give a single value:

(b) in respect of a Scheme Creditor entitled to vote at Orion’s Second Meeting and

L&O’s Second Meeting, the value of that Scheme Creditor’s Established Liabilities

and Agreed Liabilities (other than Established Liabilities and Agreed Liabilities

arising out of Qualifying ILU Policies) were combined to give a single value;

(c) in respect of a Scheme Creditor entitled to vote at Orion’s Third Meeting and

L&Os Third Meeting, the value of that Scheme Creditor’s Established Liabilities.

Agreed Liabilities, Notified Outstanding Liabilities and IBNR Liabilities in respect of

Qualifying ILU Policies were combined to gwe a single value; and

(d) the amounts referred to in paragraphs 62(a) to 62(c) above were then adjusted to

take account of any discount for the time value of money n respect of Notified

Outstanding Labiities and IRNR Liabilities, and to take account of any Offset

Amount and Security interest

3 In accordane with the terms of the Order. have reviewed the alue of au votes cast at

tt e Amer d ng Scheme Meet gs a d considered whether those voting ye ues are fa r aid

reasonable for the purposes of the vote. That assessment process is set out in deta I n

paragraphs 67 to 122. The final results of the Amending Scheme Meetings (following that

review) are set out in paragraph 123.

64 in each case where was urabe to agree the vote value subrmtted by the Scheme

Credtor have referred the matter to the Vote Assessor for inclus:on in his Vohng Recort

ancodancc wrth pare paph I he Qr A y V the Re orts set ct at
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exhibit DYS4 7 of my Fourth Witness Statement and the results are summarised in

paragraphs 124 to 126.

65. The review undertaken by me (assisted by my team> involved a very detailed and

comprehensive verification exercise after the Amending Scheme Meetings to check the

fairness and reasonableness of the value of the votes submitted by the Scheme

Creditors. This involved first, my initial verification review of the votes (in which I was

assisted by my team) to check. for example, that they had been validly submitted and cast

(as outlined in paragraphs 67 to 81 below) and second, an assessment of the fairness

and reasonableness of the voting values submitted with, where considered necessary.

support from the Scheme Actuarial Adviser (as outlined in paragraphs 82 to 122).

66. Please note that, unless otherwise stated, the figures in this Report have been rounded to

the nearest US Dollar and the cross-referencing of figures may not therefore always

match exactly.

Initial review

67. The initial verification exercise included, but was not limited to, the following steps:

(a) a check as to whether:

(i) the voting valuation figures read out by me at the Amending Scheme

Meetings were correct and, for each meeting, matched the figures on the

poll card prepared for that meeting; and

(ii) following the Amending Scheme Meetings, any further adjustments

needed to be made to the voting values on the poll cards (for example

because votes had been included on the wrong poll card);

(b) a check that each proxyholder voting at the Amending Scheme Meetings was

authonsed to do so on behalf of the relevant Scheme Creditor:

c a check That eacr vote v as va dly submitted by or n respect of a Schema

C edit n cc order cc wth the equrernents the o ng Fo rn, ar d

d orf rmation as to wrether We vote was s brr tted at the correct A nerd r g

Scheme Meeting.

Orionts First Meeting and L&Os First Meeting

68. Paragraphs 69 to 71 describe the initial checks and review that I carried out in respect of

the votes cast at Onon s First Meeting and L&Os First Meeting

69. Atboti Oron s First Meefloc ccc L&Qs First Meebng oaragraphs 42 and 51

ev vei I wformed The n etig tna eIa p:oxiec r 50 Scheme redc tn

mitted tr vjt.nJ th an agreae a f JSS5 654,45
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wished to vote in favour of the Amending Scheme. I further informed those meetings that

I held proxies for 3 Scheme Creditors with claims submitted for voting purposes with an

aggregate value of US$2,682,668.70 that wished to vote against the Amending Scheme.

70. Following those meetings, it was brought to my attention that the voting figures for Orion’s

First Meeting and L&O’s First Meeting (and which I read out at the meetings) were, in fact.

the voting figures for Orion’s Third Meeting and L&O’s Third Meeting. The correct figures

(as set out on the attachment to the poll cards for Orion’s First Meeting and L&O’s First

Meeting> were that I held proxies for 56 Scheme Creditors with claims submitted for voting

purposes with an aggregate value of US$109,588,940.00 who wished to vote in favour of

the Amending Scheme. 1 also held proxies for 5 Scheme Creditors with claims submitted

for voting purposes with an aggregate value of US$22,285,871.78 that wished to vote

against the Amending Scheme.

71. In addition, as a result of my initial review of the votes cast for Orion’s First Meeting and

L&O’s First Meeting:

(a> I accepted three additional votes in favour of the Amending Scheme with a

combined value of $57,945,980 which had been received from Scheme Creditors

before the Amending Scheme Meetings but not in time to have been included on

the Chairman’s poll card;

(b) I accepted two additional votes in favour of the Amending Scheme with a

combined value of $829,600 which had been included on the Chairman’s poll card

for Orion’s and L&O’s Second Meetings, but should have been included instead

on the Chairman’s poll card for Orion’s and L&O’s First Meetings;

(c) I rejected two votes in favour of the Amending Scheme with a combined value of

$2,483.91 9 which had been included on the Chairman’s poll card for Orion’s and

L&O’s First Meetings, but should have been included instead on the Chairman s

poll card for Orion’s and L&O’s Third Meetings:

d th tr e ag eemer t of the Scheme Credit Co c.erned I ir Creased t[ e value of

ooe vote n favour of the1mendrng Scheme b S494745 from SI 629.554 t

512.124,299, as at Scheme Creditor bad ‘rcorrectly compieted ta Voting Form;

(e agreed the value of two votes in favour of the Amendmg Scheme wth te

relevant Scheme Creditors in indicative value letters (“IVL”) between the

Companies and those Scheme Creditors2. This resulted in a reduction in the

se-rr’a r re C ea’e- f’ic Scrieme Creleor the ‘ace

we its ira erlyt aa eJ detcerdShrn ncbaofteni raa

upe d t ate tb S C ito the err a us e e C- ca the lue iot b d e a t a
r.-hJ

S. P 3,
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combined value of their votes by $4,861 .371 from $7,161,371 to $2,300,000. One

IVL was agreed shortly before the Amending Scheme Meetings and the other was

agreed subsequent to the Amending Scheme Meetings:

(f) with the agreement of the relevant Scheme Creditors, reduced the value of four

votes in favour of the Amending Scheme by a total combined amount of $281,663

from $528.498 to $246,835, as those Scheme Creditors had incorrectly completed

their respective Voting Forms;

(g) with the agreement of the relevant Scheme Creditors, I increased the value of

seven votes in favour of the Amending Scheme by a combined amount of 863.272

from 82.769.151 to $2,832,423. This was done to ensure that those votes were

valued as at the Valuation Date. This was achieved by changing the time value

discount applied to those votes: and

(h) I increased the value of two votes in favour of the Amending Scheme by $61 from

$2,099,046 to $2,099,107 as they had been incorrectly recorded on the

Chairman’s poll card.

Orion’s Second Meeting and L&O’s Second Meeting

72. Paragraph 73 describes the initial checks and review that I carried out in respect of the

votes cast at Orion’s Second Meeting and L&O’s Second Meeting.

73. As a result of my initial review of the votes cast for Orion’s Second Meeting and L&O’s

Second Meeting:

(a) I accepted three additional votes in favour of the Amending Scheme with a

combined value of $3,506,562 which had been received before the Amending

Scheme Meetings but not in time to have been included on the Chairman’s poll

card;

(b) I acceoted one additional vote in favour of the Amending Scheme with a value of

S2.8i4 000 which was sent before the Amending Scheme Meetings but to an

incorrect emaii address The bard copy of the Vctng Fom was subsequently

rece ved after the Arnerdirg Scheme Meetings and, in accordance wth paragraph

20 the Order, accepted by me;

(c) I rejected two votes in favour of the Amending Scheme with a combined value of

$829,600 which had been included on the Chairman’s poii card for Orion’s and

L&O’s Second Meetings, but should have been included instead on the

Chairman s poll card fOr Orion s and L&O s Frst Meettngs:

aceted two additoai votes in favour of the Amendng Scheme with a

cm”b’ea ‘aie c S3 ‘ch had he’i noudeci on tb Chwmnn S
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for Orion’s and L&O’s Third Meetings, but should have been included instead on

the Chairmans poll card for Orion’s and L&Os Second Meetings;

(e) with the Scheme Creditors agreement, I reduced the value of one vote in favour

of the Amending Scheme by $12,515,404 from $21,578,283 to $9,062,879, as the

vote had been incorrectly shown on the Chairman’s poll card as being gross of

dividends paid to date:

(f) I accepted three additional votes in favour of the Amending Scheme with a value

of Si ,907.626 which were omitted in error from the Chairmans poll card for these

meetings:

(g) I increased the value of one vote in favour of the Amending Scheme by $35,028

from $3,982 to $38,920, as it had been incorrectly recorded on the Chairman’s poll

card:

(h’ I reduced the value of three votes in favour of the Amending Scheme by 5334.640

from $1 ,295.847 to $961 207. as they had been incorrectly recorded on the

Chairman’s poll card;

(i) with the agreement of the relevant Scheme Creditors, I reduced the value of two

votes in favour of the Amending Scheme by a total combined amount of $43123

from $734,436 to $691,313, as those Scheme Creditors had incorrectly completed

their respective Voting Forms;

(j) with the agreement of the relevant Scheme Creditors, I increased the value of

three votes in favour of the Amending Scheme by a total combined amount of

$205,629 from $0 to $205,629, as those Scheme Creditors had incorrectly

completed their respective Voting Forms: and

(k) one vote in favour of the Amending Scheme with a value of $1 ,527422 was

receved from a Scheme Creditor prior to the Amending Scheme Meetings and

was included on the Chairman s p ard f t1 ese r- eetir gs A proxyholder for

frat Scheme Creditor subsequent y atte ded ard oted at the Amenoing Scheme

Meetings for that same ctarn value n beaf oft e Scheme Creditor, I therefore

deducted the amount of that Scheme Ored rs vote from the Chamans poB card

for these meetings and nstead recorded t as a vote receivea from a proxyholder

present and voting at the meetings.

Orions Third Meeting and L&O’s Third Meeting

74. Paragraph 75 describes the ntia unecks and revew that I carried out in rescect f the

votes case at Onons Third Meeting and L&Os Tnrd Meetng.
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75. As a result of my initial review of the votes cast for Orion’s Third Meeting and L&O’s Third

Meeting:

(a) I accepted one additional vote in favour of the Amending Scheme with a value of

$96,000 which had been omitted in error from the Chairman’s poll card for these

meetings;

(b) I accepted two additional votes in favour of the Amending Scheme with a

combined value of $2,483,919 which had been included on the Chairman’s poll

card for Orion’s and L&O’s First Meetings, but should have been included instead

on the Chairman’s poll card for Orion’s and L&Os Third Meetings;

(c) I rejected two votes in favour of the Amending Scheme with a combined value of

$135,217 which had been included on the Chairman’s poll card for Orion’s and

L&O’s Third Meetings, but should have been included instead on the Chairman’s

poll card for Orion’s and L&O’s Second Meetings;

(d) with the agreement of the relevant Scheme Creditors, I reduced the value of three

votes in favour of the Amending Scheme by a total combined amount of $161,938

from $1,233,970 to $1,072,032, as those Scheme Creditors had incorrectly

completed their respective Voting Forms:

(e) with the agreement of the relevant Scheme Creditors, I increased the value of

seven votes in favour of the Amending Scheme by a total combined amount of

$1 ,599 from $78,984 to $80,583. This was done to ensure that those votes were

valued as at the Valuation Date. This was achieved by changing the time value

discount applied to those votes; and

(f) I increased the value of one vote in favour of the Amending Scheme by $3 from

$19,925 to $19,928 as it had been incorrectly recorded on the Chairman’s po1i

card

Assignments

r ,racI d f t e Ar J ttcr icc ta wiørc’ b [

Ass gr o a d a A 5 g ee sub a c a ri agair st t 1€. CorT panics for of g pu p ses ft e

riatte s o e refe re t e te Assessor r n I s or r t s ep I or tt e

reasonableness of voting values for submission to ftc Court (the Voting Report).

77. Whilst the Companies have received votes from both Assignors and Assignees in respect

of the same insurance policy the votes have been made n respect of different claims (i e

ft vot° re espe t ‘dffer rt r rket scttcrrorts o an types I e Conrparies

ia e ftc ef E. receve v ts f r t ar As gr r a an Assig cc o t £ 5a e
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78. Some assignees have submitted votes in respect of a number of claims which have been

assigned to that assignee by more than one assignor. Each such assignee has been

counted as a single Scheme Creditor, regardless of the number of claims assigned to that

assignee. The value of each assignees vote has been calculated as being the aggregate

of the value of the claims assigned to the assignee (for example. if six claims totalling

S600 had been assigned to an assignee by a number of different assignors. that assignee

would be treated for voting purposes as one Scheme Creditor by number with an

aggregate voting value of $600). Such treatment has had no impact on whether the

required majorities by number at the Amending Scheme Meetings have been achieved.

Abstentions

79. The following Scheme Creditors abstained from voting at the Amending Scheme

Meetings:

(a) five Scheme Creditors with a combined voting value of $7,532,891 abstained from

voting at both Orion’s First Meeting and L&Os First Meeting:

(b) five Scheme Creditors with a combined voting value of $6.576,563 abstained from

voting at both Orion’s Second Meeting and L&Os Second Meeting: and

(c) 11 Scheme Creditors with a combined voting value of $12,102,380 abstained from

voting at both Orion’s Third Meeting and L&O’s Third Meeting.

80. I have not reviewed the value of the votes referred to in paragraph 79 above on the basis

that they were abstentions and therefore have no impact on whether the required

majorities by number and by value at the Amending Scheme Meetings have been

achieved.

Initial review figures

81 Following completion of the initial verification review of the votes (outlined in paragraphs

67 to 78 above) and poor to my assessment of the fairness and reasonableness of the

otng aiues with where considered necessary sjpport from the Scheme Actuara

Adv:se out!fled :n paragraphs 82 to 22 below: the ‘‘umber of Scneme Cred:tors

er t tlea to ote ir person o y oroxy at eacr Amend g S [eme Meet ig and t e

agqregate value o the’ oar, .5 o votv 0 ourooses s set out n the table below l.

accordance wth paragrapn 17 of the Order. all amounts n currences other than United

States dollars ( US Dollars’) were converted, on the day of the Amending Scheme

Meetings (11 December 2014). into US Dollars at the mid-market rate of exchange for US

Dollars puolished by the Finanoal T mes as at the Vaiuaton Date. The Valuation Date s

3 Decembe 20 3 le v as aven su h Scerre C ed’o s ‘to (wth o wtho t

modfcation and aganst’ the reso uhon that the Amenaing Scheme should be auproved

a aro n :he abe fl S Dc—irs ue’o-,v.
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(1) (2) (3)

Meeting I Present and Voted for the resolution (with Voted against the resolution

Present voting or without modification of
that resolution)

No Value of No. Value of No Value of
Claims ($) Claims ($) Claims ($)

OIC Run-Off Limited — First Meeting
Proxy present 13 1 50,965,351 1 13 50965,351

Chairman proxy 56 183,581,517 51 161295645j5 22285,872

Totals 69 234,546,868 51 161295,645 18 73,251223
° (See Note) 100% 100% 739% ] 6&80o 2&1°o 3t2°o

OlC Run-Off Limited — Second Meeting
Proxy present 2 1,574,169 1 1,527,423 1 46,746
Chairman proxy 107 266,308,080 104 264,548,035 3 1760,045

267882,249 105 266,075,458 4 1,806,791
% (See Note) 100% 100% 963% 993% 31% 01%

OlC Run-Off Limited — Third Meeting
Proxy present - - - - -

manprox 60,621,488 50 57,938,819 3 2,682,669
Totals 53 60,621,488 50 57,93&819 3 2,68a669
% (See Note) 100% 100% 943% 956% 51% j 44%

The London and Overseas Insurance Company Limited First Meeting
Proxy present 13 5096&351 - - 13 50965351

Chairman proxy 56 183,581,517 51 161,295,645 5 22,285,872

Totals 69 234,546,868 51 161,295,645 ‘ 18 73,251,223

% (See Note) 100% [ 100% 73,9% [ 6&8% 26i% 3t2%

The London and Overseas Insurance Company Limited Second Meeting
Proxypresent 2 1,574,169 1 1,527,423 1 46,746

Chairman proxy 107 266,308,080 104 264,548,035 3 1,760,045

Totals 109 267 882,249 105 266 075,458 4 1 806,791

% (See Note) 100% 100% 963% 993% 31% 01%

The London and Overseas Insurance Company L mited — Third Meeting

Proxy present - - - - - -

Chairman proxy 53 60,621,488 50 57,938,819 3 2,682,669

Totals 53 60,62L488 50 57,938,819 3 2,682,669

%(See Note) 100% 100% 94.3% 956% 5.7% [ 44%

Note The percentage figures for each rr eating are obta red by dividing the tota va.ue or number as app cable of votes r
tavou o urn 2 aga r at co umn the. reso tion by th tots jalue or riumbe as applicable f votes ast Co umn

1 at the. ‘eet ng

Assessment of claims in conjunction with the Scheme Actuarial Adviser

I considered it impossible to assess the votes received (for example where the Scheme

Creditor had submitted insufficient supporting information), the Run-off Company wrote by

e-mail, on my behalf, in December 2014 and January 2015 to’

had voted r favour of the Amerd g cherre at Orion s a9d &O a F t Meat ngs
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(b) five Scheme Creditors with a combined submitted vote value of $16,845,661 who

had voted against the Amending Scheme at Orion’s and L&Os First Meetings:

and

(c) two Scheme Creditors with a combined submitted vote value of $2584433 who

had voted against the Amending Scheme at Orion’s and L&Os Third Meetings.3

83. In each of those emails, I invited the relevant Scheme Creditor to provide further

information to assist me in assessing the reasonableness of its submitted vote value.

Where further information was received. I took it into account when reviewing the relevant

votes.

84. 10 of the 11 Scheme Creditors to whom such requests were made responded by

providing further information.

Orion s First Meeting and L&Os First Meeting

85. After taking account of the matters set out in paragraphs 67 to 78 above. 69 votes

totalling $234,546,868 were submitted at Onons First Meeting and L&Os First Meeting.

86. Those votes were split by value as follows:

(a) votes totalling $73,251,223 were submitted voting against the Amending Scheme;

(b) votes totalling $128,345,677 were submitted voting in favour of the Amending

Scheme, where the value of each vote submitted was greater than $200,000 and

excluded any votes which were already the subject of an IVL;

(C) votes totalling $31,895,687 were submitted voting n favour of the Amending

Scheme, where such votes were already the subject of an 1VL: and

(d) votes totalling $1,054,280 were submitted voting in favour of the Amending

Scheme, where the value of each vote submitted was less than $200000 and

excluded any votes which were already the subJect of an IVL,

A more deta ed aualys s of ftc above f g es s howr ft e first n merica co umr of the

Appendix to ‘ns Report.

87, I have rev ewed the otes r each f tne four atego es set out above to determne

whether, n each case ftc value of the vote submitted by the Scheme Creditor was fair

and reasonable.

One of the two Scheme Creaitors wn votea agaust rhe Amending Scneme at Onens ana

L&O Th Menas vas also -ne ‘f thfve Schem Credtors v,bc voted aaanst trip

Am rdng he at C ns i Ci Meet ge ore 1’ quo t as ferr

0 rga?ve ‘v ‘
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88. In respect of the first and second categories of votes referred to in paragraphs 86(a) and

86(b), I asked the Scheme Actuarial Adviser to undertake a detailed review of each vote

submitted4

89. In each case, I reviewed the valuation placed on the vote by the Scheme Actuarial

Adviser and formed an opinion, based on all of the information available to me in respect

of that vote, as to a fair and reasonable value to be applied to the vote.

90. With respect to 15 Scheme Creditors with a combined submitted vote value of

$125,633,782 who voted in favour of the Amending Scheme and 18 Scheme Creditors

with a combined submitted vote value of $73,251,223 who voted against the Amending

Scheme, the value that I placed on the vote differed from the value submitted by the

Scheme Creditor. In each of those cases:

(a) I referred the vote to the Vote Assessor for review and inclusion in the Voting

Report (the votes referred to the Vote Assessor are those set out in sections to I

of the Voting Report):
1

(b) I sent a letter on 16 April2015 informing the Scheme Creditor:

(i) of the difference in the valuations placed on the vote and that the matter

had been referred to the Vote Assessor:

(ii) that if the Scheme Creditor wished to receive any clarification of my

valuation of its vote, it should make such request within two weeks of the

date of the letter: and

(iii) that if the Scheme Creditor wished to make any further representations or

submit any further information or data in support of its claim, it should do

so within four weeks of the date of the letter:

(c) I received responses to my letters of 16 April 2015 from two Scheme Creditors

with a con-bined submitted vote va ue of $9,816071 in favour of the Amend ng

Soneme and from 12 Screme Cred tors witr a ‘ornbined submitted ote value of

$4 8’ aga’t th ie”d She” Ihere os S”e (,eJo’s

et e sub tted furfrer nforrrato but cc sdered that suc,r nfo mation was

st II r siff cien f r iie to final se y assessrr ent of tre value of trat Sche ne

Creditors vote or requested more time in which to submit further information I

sent a further letter on 1 June 2015 informing the Scheme Creditor that t should

T e exGeption to this was with regard to ore v te n favour of the Amend ng Scheme with a

J ‘ $2 896 EYS ‘C uC vaue 5tI tted b e Scbere ed1’
based on thE. Gompan es si-are of a y arket settle nsr t The Scneme Actuar a Adv 56

nf rr e r that 6 VO f o t r e a r. ch as the r rk6t ett r 6 t o of
f 6 dO d toftat tE.
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provide such further information or data by 22 June 2015. following which would

make my final assessment of its vote value. I sent such letters to one Scheme

Creditor with a submitted vote value of $3,175,101 in favour of the Amending

Scheme and to nine Scheme Creditors with a combined submitted vote value of

$38,327,729 against the Amending Scheme. I received responses to my letters of

1 June 2015 from all ten Scheme Creditors: and

(d) where the Scheme Creditor provided further information in accordance with

paragraphs 90(b) and/or 90(c):

(i) I asked the Scheme Actuarial Adviser to review his valuation of that

Scheme Creditors vote in the light of the further rnformation submitted;

(ii) I reviewed the updated valuation placed on the vote by the Scheme

Actuarial Adviser and formed an opinion as to the fair and reasonable

value to be applied to that vote; and

(iii) for 12 of the 14 Scheme Creditors who responded to my letter dated 16

April 2015 (and are referred to in paragraph 90(c)). 1 have sent a final

letter to the Scheme Creditor in September 2015 informing it of the

valuation that I had placed on its vote; and

(iv) for the remaining two Scheme Creditors, the responses received were oniy

for clarification purposes and therefore no final letter was necessary.

91. In each case where I referred a vote to the Vote Assessor, I provided the Vote Assessor

wth the following documentation, redacted to conceal the identity of the Scheme Creditor

and the direction of the Scheme Creditor’s vote:

(a) a summary of the valuation placed on the vote by the Scheme Actuarial Adviser;

(b) a copy of the Voting Form submitted by the Scheme Creditor:

(c a copy of the information supplied by the Scheme Creditor to the Companes to

suppon is vote value in one case the drection of the Scrieme Cred-tors vote

was not redacted 4rom the covenng letter, As soon as became aware of tnis.

adsed the Vore Assessor and sent nm a copy o the covering etter, properly

red acted :

(d) where applicable copies of the legal advice received by the Scheme Actuarial

Adviser, along with the memorandum provided by the Scheme Actuarial Adviser

to the Scheme Ac i ist ators nterpret ng that egal advice to support ne ny

as ess £ t f a e ‘t - I S I rac to ots and
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(e) where applicable, the additional correspondence with, and further information

provided by, the Scheme Creditor in response to the letters referred to in

paragraphs 90(b) and 90(c). along with:

(I) a revised summary of the vote placed on the vote by the Scheme Actuarial

Adviser:

(ii) copies of any further legal advice received by the Scheme Actuarial

Adviser, along with the memorandum provided by the Scheme Actuarial

Adviser to the Scheme Administrators interpreting that legal advice, to

support me in my assessment of the value of that Scheme Creditors vote:

and

(iii) a copy of my final draft letter to the Scheme Creditor referred to in

paragraph 90(d).

92. As a result of the assessment exercise set out in paragraphs 88 to 90 above. I adjusted:

(a) the value of the votes submitted against the Amending Scheme (referred to in

paragraph 86(a)) from $73,251,223 to $1 4.989.544: and

(b) the value of the votes submitted in favour of the Amending Scheme (referred to in

paragraph 86(b)) from $128,345,677 to $34,196,229.

93. In respect of the third category of votes referred to in paragraph 86(c), the value that I

have placed on each vote is the value of the claims set out in the IVL for that Scheme

Creditor. This is on the basis that such amount has already been assessed by the

Scheme Administrators as being the fair and reasonable value of that Scheme Creditors

claims against the Companies.

94. As a result of the assessment exercise set out in paragraph 93 above, no adjustment was

made to the value of the third category of votes (referred to in paragraph 86(c)).

95. In respect cf the fourth category of votes referred to n paragraph 86(di in each case I

have reviewea and accented ‘ne value of the vote submitted by the Scheme Creditor as

being ‘air and easonabe for otirg purposes flis muded a review against the value

set ou+ n the Companies books and records

96. Furthermore. I considered that a detailed valuation of such votes (in paragraph 86(d))

would have no material effect on the outcome of the vote at Orions First Meeting and

L&O s First Meeting. Ever if these votes in favour were valued at zero, the percentage of

Scheme Creditors voting ‘n favour of the Amenoirg Scneme at those meehngs Would on!y

be re ced ny 3% fror 81 3% ‘see paragraph 123 beto v to 81 50 >
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97. A more detailed analysis of the figures resulting from the process described in paragraphs

92 to 95 above is shown in the third numerical column of the Appendix to this Report.

Pure All Sums valuation

98. In paragraph 21, I noted Richard Mattick’s perceived concern regarding the use of an all

sums net of contributions” basis, rather than a “pure all sums basis, to value claims that

are subject to “all sums”. I have responded in detail to his reservation in paragraph 6.6 of

my Fourth Witness Statement and note, in particular, that:

(a> even if Richard Mattick’s assertion were accepted and claims that are subject to

“all sums” should be valued on a basis that takes no account of contributions

receivable from other insurers (i.e. on a “pure all sums’ basis), the result of the

vote in the Amending Scheme is only slightly changed. I asked the Scheme

Actuarial Adviser to value all votes on this basis as a sensitivity to the meetings

results set out in paragraph 123 below;

(b) the Scheme Actuarial Adviser has advised me that the vote values of a number of

Scheme Creditors, for example those Scheme Creditors that are subject only to

“pro rata” allocations, do not change, but that the vote values of a number of other

Scheme Creditors vary greatly from the values set out in this Report. Indeed, I am

advised that the valuations of individual Scheme Creditors based on a “pure all

sums” allocation differ, quite regularly by a multiple as high as 10, and sometimes

by a multiple as high as 1,000, from valuations based on an “all sums net of

contributions” allocation; and

(c) the aggregate increases in vote values of Scheme Creditors voting for and against

the Amending Scheme are, nonetheless, such that, after all vote values in the

Amending Scheme are adjusted in this manner, the percentage of Scheme

Creditors voting in favour of the Amending Scheme is 79.3% compared to the

figure of 81.8% set out in paragraph 123 below.

99. A more detailed analysts of the f’gures resu!tna from the process described in paragraohs

98ia o (ci above is shown n the fourth numenca co;umn of the Appenatx to ms Repcrt.

Other sensthvties in valuation anoroaches

100. In addtion to the above senstvty relattng to tne use of “pure all sums allocations rather

than “all sums net of contributicns allocations. I have also asked the Scheme Actuanal

Adviser to consider the effect of other differences between the valuation approaches used

by some Scheme Creditors and the valuation approaches that I have adopted The othe”

matn oiferences ‘a’1 ‘‘““ e° atogo Os’ a) the weight g’ven to ‘ s ‘e
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estimates at pollution sites; (b) the ground up ultimates6 adopted in relation to asbestos

claims: and (c) the choice of law assumed. The Scheme Actuarial Adviser has advised

me that:

(a) if a 100% weighting is applied to a scenario using the estimated future site costs

adopted by each Scheme Creditor at pollution sites, rather than the approach

which I have adopted for this Report of a 50°c weighting to that scenario and a

50°.D weighting to a scenario where no future site costs apply. then the percentage

of Scheme Creditors voting in favour of the Amending Scheme is 82.1%

compared to the figure of 81 8% set out in paragraph 123 below. A more detailed

analysis of these figures is shown in the fifth numerical column of the Appendix to

this Report:

(b) if the ground up ultimates assumed by Scheme Creditors for asbestos claims are

adopted, rather than the ground up ultimates assumed in my valuations, then the

percentage of Scheme Creditors voting in favour of the Amending Scheme is

79.1% compared to the figure of 81.8% set out in paragraph 123 below. A more

detailed analysis of these figures is shown in the sixth numerical column of the

Appendix to this Report; and

(c) if the Scheme Creditors’ choice of law is adopted, rather than the choice of law

assumed in my valuations, then the percentage of Scheme Creditors voting in

favour of the Amending Scheme is 82.0% compared to the figure of 81.8% set out

in paragraph 123 below. A more detailed analysis of these figures is shown in the

seventh numerical column of the Appendix to this Report.

Orions Second Meeting and L&Os Second Meeting

101. After taking account of the matters set out in paragraphs 67 to 78 above, 109 votes

totalling $267,882,249 were submitted at Orion’s Second Meeting and L&Os Second

Meeting.

a v te I tailing $1 8 b 9 e subrnftted oilrg aqa net Ire Arnendng 8 re e

(b votes totalling $266075458 were submitted voting n favour of tue Amending

Scheme.

103. l have reviewed the votes in each of the two categores set out above to determine

whether n each case. The value cf me vote subrmtted by the Scheme Creditor was ar

anu ‘easonaole.

grouneup uitmatec I a o the h ta. clue of c id future poiicyhoide
partiuLa rjp uf ‘that .n jnoldr ‘age bronle
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104. In each case, I reviewed the valuation placed on the vote by the Scheme Creditor against

the value set out in the Companies books and records.

105. As a result of the assessment exercise set out in paragraphs 103 and 104 above. I:

(a) made no adjustments to the value of the votes submitted against the Amending

Scheme ($1 .806.791) referred to in paragraph 102(a): and

(b) made no adjustments to the value of the votes submitted in favour of the

Amending Scheme ($266,075,458) referred to in paragraph 102(b).

106. Eight votes totalling $6,007,255 submitted at Orion’s Second Meeting and L&O’s Second

Meeting were included by the Vote Assessor in the Voting Report. This s solely because

other votes submitted by those Scheme Creditors at Orion’s First Meeting and L&O’s First

Meeting had already been referred by me to the Vote Assessor for his review (as

described in paragraph 90). The only adjustment that I made to the value of these eight

votes was already included within the adjustment referred to in paragraph 73(f). This

resulted in these eight votes being valued at $5,908,414. The Vote Assessor also agreed

with my valuation of each of the eight votes.

Orions Third Meeting and L&Os Third Meeting

107. After taking account of the matters set out in paragraphs 67 to 78 above, 53 votes

totalling $60,621,488 were submitted at Orion’s Third Meeting and L&O’s Third Meeting.

108. Those votes were split as follows:

(a) votes totalling $2,682,669 were submtted voting against the Amending Scheme,

(b) votes totalling $10,893,224 were submitted voting in favour of the Amending

Scheme, where such votes were already the subject of an IVL: and

(c) votes totalling $47,045,595 were submitted votng in favour of the Amending

Scheme excluding any votes which were already the subject of an VL.

109 1 a e ewed ftc votes r eacr of the three ategores set out aL ye to dete ri

wF-ethe n each case, the vabie of the vote submted by ftc Scheme C editor was fa r

and easonabie.

110. in resOect of the rst category of votes referred to in paragraph 108(a, asked the

Scheme Actuarial Adviser to undertake a detailed review of each vote submitted.

111 In each case, I rev ewed the valuation placed on the vote by the ScLeme Actuara

Adjer and fornci ar opnnn taced on nftle ntormatnn avaabI tc ne n esJ

of that vote, as to Je fair and reasonable value to be appied to The vote
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112. With respect to three Scheme Creditors with a combined submitted vote value of

$2,682,669 who voted against the Amending Scheme, the value that I placed on the vote

differed from the value submitted by the Scheme Creditor. In each of those cases:

(a) I referred the vote to the Vote Assessor for review and inclusion in the Voting

Report (the votes referred to the Vote Assessor are those set out in sections, to C 3 S

of the Voting Report) : and I

(b) I sent a letter on 16 April2015 informing the Scheme Creditor:

(I) of the difference in the valuations placed on the vote and that the matter

had been referred to the Vote Assessor;

(ii) that if the Scheme Creditor wished to receive any clarification of my

valuation of its vote, it should make such request within two weeks of the

date of the letter; and

(iii) that if the Scheme Creditor wished to make any further representations or

submit any further information or data in support of its claim, it should do

so within four weeks of the date of the letter; and

(c) I received no responses to my letters of 16 April 2015.

113. In each case where I referred a vote to the Vote Assessor, I provided the Vote Assessor

with the following documentation, redacted to conceal the identity of the Scheme Creditor

and the direction of the Scheme Creditors vote:

(a) a summary of the valuation placed on the vote by the Scheme Actuarial Adviser;

(b) a copy of the Voting Form submitted by the Scheme Creditor;

(c) a copy of the sntormaton supplied by the Scheme Creditor to the Companes to

support its vote value’ and

d where app icab e cop es of t i’ lega cdv cc a e ved by t e Scr eme Act ar a

Ad isa along wt[ a rrar c nJum pr dad by tre Sc[eme Acta a Ad ser

t te Scheme Adrri St at rs interpreting that ega ad e to support e in r

assessment of the ‘a1ue ftrat Scheme Creditors joke

114. As a result of the assessment exercise set out in paragraphs 110 to 112 above, I nave

adjusted the value of the votes submitted against the Amending Scheme (referred to in

paragraph 108(a) from S2.682.669 to $1028675.

115. in resDect of the secono categoi of votes referred to paraQrach iOStoi, the value tnat!

have caca on each vote s the ,a!ue of the olar’s se o the VL for that Scherre

Cm Tns s on the as hat ucn 9mohnr b ay heen asecsed b a
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Scheme Administrators as being the fair and reasonable value of that Scheme Creditors

claims against the Companies.

1 16. As a result of the assessment exercise set out in paragraph 115 above, no adjustment

was made to the value of the votes submitted in favour of the Amending Scheme (referred

to in paragraph 108(b)).

117. In respect of the third category of votes referred to in paragraph 108(c). where the

Scheme Creditor had also submitted a vote in the Orion and L&O First Meetings. I asked

the Scheme Actuarial Adviser to undertake a detailed review of each vote submitted. This

meant that of the amount of $47.O45595, two Scheme Creditors with votes of $979838

who had voted in favour of the Amending Scheme in the Orion and L&O Third Meetings

had their votes reviewed by the Scheme Actuarial Adviser.

118. With respect to those two Scheme Creditors with votes of $979.838 who voted in favour

of the Amending Scheme. the value that I placed on the vote differed from the value

submitted by the Scheme Creditor. In both of those cases:

(a) I referred the vote to the Vote Assessor for review and fnclusion in the Voting

Report (the votes referred to the Vote Assessor are those set out in sections. to 6 1 5
of the Voting Report): 1

(b) I sent a letter on 16 April 2015 informing the Scheme Creditor:

(i) of the difference in the valuations placed on the vote and that the matter

had been referred to the Vote Assessor;

(ii) that if the Scheme Creditor wished to receive any clarification of my

valuation of its vote, it should make such request within two weeks of the

date of the letter: and

(iii) that f the Scheme Creditor wished to make any further representations or

submit any further information or data in support of ts claim. t should do

so within f ur weeks of the date of the letter. and

re e edno esponsesto r ettesofl6Ap 120 5

1 19 n each cas iere I refer ed a vote to ft e Vote Assessor, I o 0 ded the Vote Assessor

with the foiiowng documentation, redacted to concea the dentity of the Scheme Creditor

and the direction of the Scneme Creditors vote:

a summary of the valuation placed on the vote by me (as Chairman):
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(d) where applicable, copies of the legal advice received by the Scheme Actuarial

Adviser, along with the memorandum provided by the Scheme Actuarial Adviser

to the Scheme Administrators interpreting that legal advice, to support me in my

assessment of the value of that Scheme Creditors vote.

120. Of the amount of $47,045,595 referred to in paragraph 108(c), for the remaining votes

valued at $46,065,757 I reviewed the value of the votes submitted by the Scheme

Creditors to determine whether the value was fair and reasonable. This included a review

against the value set out in the Companies’ books and records.

121. As a result of the assessment exercise set out in paragraphs 117, 118 and 120 above, I

have adjusted the value of the votes submitted in favour of the Amending Scheme

(referred to in paragraph 108(c)) from $47,045,595 to $46,819,257.

122. Furthermore. I considered that any further detailed valuation of the votes referred to in

paragraph 108(c) would have no material effect on the outcome of the vote at Orion’s

Third Meeting and L&O’s Third Meeting. Even if all these votes in favour were valued at

zero (instead of $46,819,257). the percentage of Scheme Creditors voting in favour of the

Amending Scheme at those meetings would only be reduced from 98.2% (see paragraph

123 below) to 91 .4%.

FINAL VOTES

123. The number of Scheme Creditors entitled to vote and present in person or by proxy at

each Amending Scheme Meeting and the aggregate value of their claims (for voting

purposes), as adjusted following;

(a) the verification and review process set out in paragraphs 67 to 81; and

(b) my assessment of the fairness and reasonableness of the voting values submitted

set out in paragraphs 82 to 122.

is set out in the table below (a! figures in US Dollars).

Meeting! Present and Voted for the resolution (with Voted against the resolution

Present voting I or without modification of

__________________

that resolution)

______

No. Valueof No Valueof No Valueof

Claims ($) Claims (S) I Claims ($)

OIC Run-Off Limited — First Meeting

Chairman prox 56 69.967.070 51 67 146.198 5 2,820.872

Totas 69 82135,44 67146198 18 14989546

° (See Note) 100% 100% 739% 81 8% 26.1% 18.2%

OlCRun-OffLimited-SecondMeehng —

rrXOesrll
‘16 46

a o x 6 ‘3i S
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(1) (2) (3>

Meeting I How Present and Voted for the resolution (with Voted against the resolution

Present voting or without modification of
that resolution)

No. Value of No. Value of No. Value of

Claims ($) Claims ($) Claims ($)
Totals 1 109 267882249 105 266,075,458 4 1,806,791

% (See Note> 100% 100% 96,3% 99.3% 3.7% 0.7%

OIC RunOff Limited — Third Meeting

Proxy present - - - - -

Chairman proxy 53 58741,156 50 57,712,481 3 1,028,675

Totals 53 58741,156 50 57.711481 3 1.028675

% (See Note> 100% 100% 94.3°c 98.2% 5.7% 1.8%

The London and Overseas Insurance Company Limited — First_Meeting

Proxy present 13 12,168,674 - - 13 1 12,168,674

Chairman proxy 56 69.967,070 51 67,146,198 5 2,820,872

Totals 69 82,135744 51 67,146,198 18 14,989,546

‘ % (See Note) 100% 100% 73.9% 81.8% 26.1% 18.2%

The London and Overseas Insurance Company Limited — Second Meeting

Proxy present 2 ] 1,574,169 1 1,527,423 1 46,746

Chairman proxy 107 1 266,308.080 104 264.548.035 3 1,760,045

Totals 109 267,882,249 105 266.075,458 4 1,806,791

0/ (See Note) 100% 100% 96.3% , 99.3% 3.7% 0.7%

The London and Overseas Insurance Company L mited — Third Meeting

Proxypresent - - -
*

-

Chairman proxy 53 58,741.156 50 57,712,481 I 3 1,028,675

Totals 53 58,741,156 1 50 57,712,481 1 3

% (See Note) 100% 100% j 94.3% 98.2% 5.7% 1.8%

Note: The percentage figures for each meeting are obtained by dividing the total value or number (as applicable) of votes in

favour (column (2)) or against (column (3)) the resolution by the total value or number (as apphcable) of votes cast (column

(1)) at the meeting.

THE VOTING REPORT

124. As noted in paragraph 90, with respect to Orion’s First Meeting and L&Os First Meeting, I

referred 15 votes in favour of the Amending Scheme and 18 votes against the Amending

Scheme to the Vote Assessor The Vole Assessor has concluded that in respect of the

vaiLatlons that I placed on those votes (set out in paragraph 92’:

(a) tour votes in favour of the Amenaing Scheme shou be increased by 61.154,423

(b) one vote n favour of the Arm ending Scheme should be reduceo by $93,832 from

6102.644 to $8,812:

(Ct four votes against the Amending Scheme should be increased by 662.586 from

tw vote a at St the Ar erd r S heme s oul e educe I by $40991 frorr
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A more detailed analysis of the figures resulting from the Vote Assessor’s analyses,

(assuming unchanged values for those votes which were not referred to the Vote

Assessor) is shown in the second numerical column of the Appendix to this Report.

125. As noted in paragraph 106, with respect to Orion’s Second Meeting and L&O’s Second

Meeting, I referred eight votes to the Vote Assessor. In each case, the Vote Assessor

has agreed with the valuations that I placed on those votes.

126. As noted in paragraphs 112 and 117, with respect to Orion’s Third Meeting and L&Os

Third Meeting, I referred two votes in favour of the Amending Scheme and three votes

against the Amending Scheme to the Vote Assessor. In each case, the Vote Assessor

has agreed with the valuations that I placed on those votes.

The table below shows the number of Scheme Creditors entitled to vote and present in

person or by proxy at each Amending Scheme Meeting and the aggregate value in US

Dollars of their claims (for voting purposes), if I replaced my valuations of the Scheme

Creditors’ votes with the valuations placed on those votes by the Vote Assessor in his

Voting Report

(1) (2) (3)

Meeting I How Present and Voted for the resolution (with Voted against the resolution

Present voting or without modification of
that resolution)

No. Value of No. Value of No. I Value of

Claims ($) Claims ($) j j Claims ($)
OlC Run-Off Limited — First Meeting

Proxypresent 13 11,804,321 - 13 11,804,321

Chairman proxy 56 71,044,685 51 68,206,789 5 2,837,896

Totals 69 82,849006 51 68,206,789 18 2,2i7.

% (See Note) 100% [ 100% 73.9% 82.3% 26.1% 17.7%

OIC Run-Off Limited — Second Meeting

Proxy present 2 [ 1,574,169 1 1, 527,423 1 46,746

Chairman proxy 107 I 266 308 080 104 8.035310045

: otais 109 267882 249 105 266.075.548 4 1.836.791

%(SeeNote)100% L0L
OIC Run-Off Limited Third Meeting

Pxesen j
• Ghrian PDX 53 55 41 6 71’ 481 3 1 028 675

—————±—--

oas D3 5P74 5 5’ 28 1

oat 10000 94 30 9O —

50 -

The London and Overseas Insurance_Company_Limited — First_Meeting

anprox56468551682O678g6H

o(SeeNo

8a,0066820689i82,217

The London and Overseas insurance Company Limited — Second Meeting

PoxvesGnt 2 — 4j 9 52 423 1 46 46

.7arr’an Dr, c. & i’ kb-’

6 82 49 05 26646
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(1) (2) (3)

Meeting I How Present and Voted for the resolution (with Voted against the resolution

Present voting or without modification of

[__
that resolution)

No. Value of No. Value of No. Value of

I Claims (S) Claims ($) Claims ($)
% (See Note) 1000 100% 96.3% 99.3% 3.700 0.7%

The London and Overseas Insurance Company Limited — Third Meeting

Proxy present - - *

-

Chairman proxy 53 58741 156 50 57712481 3 1 028 675

Totals 53 58.741156 50 57.712A81 3 1028,675

% (See Note) 100% 100% 94.3% 98.2% 5.7% 1.8%

Note: The percentage figures for each meeting are obtained by dividing the total value or number (as applicable) of votes in

favour icolumn ç2)) or against (column 3)) the resolution by the total value or number (as applicable) of votes cast column

(11) at the meeting.

Dated 2015

Dan Schwarzmann

Partner

PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP

Chawman of the Amending Scheme Meetings
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APPENDIX — Sensitivities Table

Chairman’s vote valuations for OICs and L&Os First Meetings (all figures in $000s)

N I’ Ct 68

Jo 99, e’ au 2

_______________

j Chairman’s sensitivities

Votes Creditor Submitted VA’s vote Chairman’s Pure all Creditors Creditors Creditor’s

, vote value value vote value sums site costs GUUs choice law

Cred2 1 6764 0 0 0 0 0 oJ
Cred 5 13.554 5,708 6.056 6.056 6,056 6.056 iö6

Cred6 ,j 1.016 20 20 1,844 40 2,239 12

Cred 7 702 0 0 0 0 647

Cred8 2,234 102 102 610 102 89 96

Cred 9 5,827 2 T 2 4,376 2 2 2

Cred 10 3,043 1.830 1 830 1,830 1,830 1.830 1.830

[ Cred 11 9,351 1,514 1,514 8.895 1,517 2,421 1,148

Credl2 6,757 0 0 0 0 0 ol
No Cred 14 1,704 1,704 1,704 1.704 1,704 1,956 1,704
Votes

Credl7 6185 231 214 6,159 214 517 214

Cred22 6,3101 0 0 1,278 oif 0 0

Cred 24 6.402 2.505 2,505 12,470 2.505 T 2,733 2,505

Cred26 215 22 12 816 12 1 754 12

Cred27 1,462 246 213 8,315 213 344

Cred29 1,491 , 669 669 669 669 795 669

Creci33 137 76 137 294 137 137 78

Cred34 97 13 10 337 10 61 11

Sub’total(l) 73,2511 14,642 14,990 55.655 15,012 19,934 15,1981

Cred 1
‘ 2.860 0 61 0 0 0

Yes
Votes

Cred 3 12.124 2.438 2 438 2,438 2.438 2,038 2.438

Crad 4 6,845 1 4,969 4,969 4,969 4,969 4,969 4,969

Cred 13 3,695 2,967 2,877 2 877 2,877 2,877 2,877

Credl5 6641 2.949 2.461 8,117 2.762 3,560 2,35

Credl6 17935 982 982 2,700 1.835 982 3,307

Grad 18 if 7,910 9,562 9,362 56,631 9,362 16,525 9.161 -

Cred 19 2,437 0 0 2,174 0 0 0

Cred2l 43,678 J 1,686 1.309 24,019 1,309 1,309 1,309

Creci23 11,368 9 103 1,324 103 103 103

Cred 25 3,175 2,440 2,440 2,708 2,460 2,440 2,757

Cred2B 4.665 2,910 2,910 5,311 3,144 2910 2925

Cred3O 1,151 1,231 1,231 1,680 16181 1,231 948,

Cred3l 854 114 114 690 114 587 114

Grad 32 296 289 if 289 289 289 289 289

MktSett 2712 2,7121 2712 2,712 2712 2712 2712

Sub-total (2) 128,346 35,257 34,196 118,639 35,991 42,531 36,264

IVL 1 746 if 978 746 746

h’” 300 300 300 ,j, 1 527 300 300

‘ vL3 , 684 684 1 684 684 684 , 684 684

4 1 830 830 5o14 1 830 830 130.0

Z ZEIZ Z4ot1ZLZJ1i
‘225 i95 2193 2 8 280 2195

VL 7380 “'390 3E0 2392 7380 ‘380 7380
“

-
-

IV 900 “ ‘ 2 900 2 090 9CC 2 930 2 900

4C4394t4)
-

-—---

V 117 1 168 1c ‘

,_,__._____L,___________20_,_._,_______VL’7”
‘ ,J’ 11 4C’(’ 4R,” 4 431’ 43”)

H2 9,200 9,200 10,209 9O

Other VLS 3 646 3 646 3 646 3 646 643,646

Sub-total (2) 31.896 31.896 31.896’ 93.754 31.896 31.896 31.896

Yes (<200k) (3) 1 054 1,054 1 054 1,054 1 054 1,054 1.054
— -+— — -—‘

—“' —“4 —“-——k — -—-‘-———--.-.- 9
Total yes (4) 161 296 68 207 67 145 213 447 68 941 75,481 69 214

— ‘7 — — — —
—

Percentage pt favour 68 8% 82 3% 81 8% 79 3% 82 1%’)’ 79 1 62 0%
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Note: The figures in this table have been rounded to the nearest thousand and the totals do not therefore necessarily match

exactly.
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